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The Chinese word for “crisis,” “we 'iji” consists of two

ideograms: “danger,” originally pictured as a man on the edge
of a precipice, and “opportunity,” a reminder of the seemingly
small but important opportunity that can come out of danger.

Translated into English it means “A crisis is an opportunity
riding on a dangerous wind.”

Content Marketing is playing with fire. Done well it
cooks. Done poorly it can burn the house down.

Can we find the empathy in our design and create a
more powerful customer experience in the process? 

What does innovation look like when we're talking
about content - a thing we've created since the

beginning?
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WELCOME TO 
ISSUE 0

A test for a new kind of experience for teaching the
transformation of marketing into media operation.

Allow me to explain
myself.  I spend about
90% of my time writing,
teaching and evangelizing
the use of smart content
strategies to make
business (and specifically
marketing and
communications) more
effective, more efficient,
and more innovative in
today's marketplace.
 
Centralizing all of the
amazing thinking -
especially that which
centeres on the larger
business transformation
felt like an important
thing to do. But it felt like
it should be a different
experience than simply a
blog (though we'll no
doubt make it available

that way as well). And in
looking at my favorite
go-to experiences like
the Harvard Business
Review, it struck me that
we could create
something new. We
could create an
interactive magazine-
like experience, that we
could take to several
levels.
 
This is Issue 0 of a digital
experience (a magazine
if you like) that  aims to
provide the big ideas
around content and
customer experience and
how it's transforming
business. We'll take this
idea to physical events,
corporate education and
(of course) our digital

hub.  But this experience
is an experiment. We want
to create multiple access
points into the content,
and we figured this was
one interesting way to do
that. We hope you enjoy
it.
 
If it works, our aim is to
produce this experience
monthly - with forward-
leaning, big ideas  that
you won't find anywhere
else. It's an experiment
for sure. But we feel like
it's an opportunity - a
crisis if you will - and
we're ready to ride the
dangerous wind if you
are. Ready to set sail?
 
- Robert Rose
Robert@contentadvisory.net

"We shall not cease from exploration. And the end of all our
exploring will be to arrive where we started. And know the

place for the first time."
- T.S. Eliot 



By Robert Rose
Chief Strategy Advisor - Content Marketing Institute

CONTENT
IN CRISIS

YOURDESIGN
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Content Marketing isn't a
replacement for advertising,
or any other form of classic
marketing. So, if it exists,
and it's not a replacement -
where is the value? Why is it
so hard to build a business
case for this new approach
to developing customer
experiences .



Lately, I've been
experiencing a bit of an
existential crisis.
 
After dedicating much of
my career over the last
half-dozen years to
content marketing, I've
come to discover that, not
only is this particular
marketing approach
currently in its death
throes, the practice may
not even exist.
 
Based on some of the
recent headlines in both
trade magazines, blogs,
and even a few
technology publications,
one would have to
assume the 100+
companies I’ve worked

with over the last 36
months were simply
tilting at windmills. Had
they somehow gotten
themselves caught up in
a “content marketing”
cult, requiring a Don
Draper-esque "4 P's"
intervention to bring
them back into reality?
Or, are brands like Red
Bull, LEGO, and Visa just
special because they
have inherently
interesting content and,
therefore, represent the
tiny fraction of
companies that actually
could replace traditional
marketing and
advertising with an
"overhyped, buzzword-
y" concept like content
marketing?

Well, I have bad news. Are
you ready for it? Here it is:
 
Content Marketing
isn't a replacement
for advertising, or any
other form of classic
marketing.
 
Whew, is everyone okay?
 
Do you need a minute to
catch your breath? Can we
stop with all the frantic
posts?
 
No? Still feel the need to
rant and rage? Well, I
suppose I can roll with
that, so let's move on. 

"The only difference between a rut and a grave is the
dimensions."
                                 - Ellen Glasgow  
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Yes, Virginia, Content
Marketing Does Exist.
 
First, let’s just agree
that the business
practice of creating and
deploying useful,
relevant, owned media
content for the purpose
of building an audience
isn't a figment of our
collective imagination
— it does actually exist.
 
Want proof? L’Oreal just
launched Fab Beauty, a
completely unbranded
site focused on helping
salon owners optimize
their business practices.
Or, how about Marriott?
They are a self-

proclaimed “media
company” now,
launching a content
studio that will
produce both long-
form and short-form
content. Or, consider
Pepsi – and their
declaration that they
will not only launch a
content studio to
create long form
content for their brand,
but will also (for a
price) create content
for other brands.  And
think about this: If you
were to ask what
media company has
the best coverage of
soldering materials, I’d
tell you it’s not a media

company at all. It’s
Indium, which publishes
17 different blogs on
the subject in six
different languages. Or,
consider a recent report
authored by Rebecca
Lieb, in which she
details how General
Electric CMO Linda Boff
has "pulled back from
television advertising,
excepting live events,
due to fragmented
consumer attention and
a lack of engagement.
Meanwhile, the
company has doubled
down on content 
marketing initiatives.”
 
What these businesses

Content Marketing does exist. There is L'Oreal's Fab Beauty site.
There is Marriott's announcement, and even Pepsi has

announced a new content studio.
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(and what others are
ignoring) is the
tremendous value that
exists in creating,
managing, and publishing
valuable content — not as
a complete replacement
for advertising, but rather
as an additional
component of the
overarching business
strategy. In other words,
they’re not looking to
replace advertising with
content — they’re
evolving their content to
make advertising better.
 
So, Where’s the Beef?
 
The general tenor of these
content-marketing-as-a-
bullshit-buzzword articles
boils down to what I call
the “you suck at it ”
argument: Basically, they
assert that media

companies can create
awesome content, but
brands can’t (or won’t)
manage this; thus their
conclusion is that
content marketing itself
doesn’t work.
 
Content Marketing is
difficult to do well, let
alone at the level of
scale enterprise brands
typically expect to be
achievable.  In fact, at
CMI we've found that
brands often achieve
success with their
content only after
they've done one (or
both) of the following
two things:
 
1. They’ve committed to
content marketing as a
strategic initiative,
investing in the business
process and developing

capable in-house talent (a
la GE’s investment in
Thomas Kellner, a former
Forbes reporter and
Columbia School of
Journalism graduate, as
their managing editor for
GE Reports).  
2. Alternately, they
acquired an already-
successful media
property — for example,
L’Oreal’s initial purchase
of Makeup.com, Arrow
Electronics' acquisition of
United Technical
Publishing or even
Johnson & Johnson’s
purchase of BabyCenter.
com. (Of note is that J&J
acquired BabyCenter in
2001 for $10 million; or
about three-tenths of one
percent of their current
advertising budget.
re isn't anything
embarrassing hidden in

CONTENT IN CRISIS
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See, in most cases
where we are seeing
success, it is due to
the company's view of
content as a strategic
business activity that
just happens to be
performed by
marketers, rather than
as a marketing and
advertising tactic that
gets applied for the
expressed purpose of
amplifying upper-
funnel marketing
results. So, it isn't that
marketing should alter
the purpose of content;
it's that content
contributes a new form
and functionality to the
practice of marketing.

As content marketers
have been saying for
years, our practice isn't
something new — for
example, Eugene
Schueller, the founder
of L’Oreal, started out
as an editor who, in the
1920’s, founded Votre
Beauté, one of the first
women’s beauty
magazines. It's the
operational aspects
involved in managing
content that most
modern marketing
departments and
agencies are finding to
be a challenge. Like
nearly every other
aspect of marketing,
content marketing is

more complex and more
dynamic than ever
before — in fact,
changes are likely
happening right
underneath our feet, as
we speak.
 
What counts most is
that we look at the
approach as a means of
providing specific and
multiple lines of
business value. It’s not
solely a replacement for
top-of-the-funnel
activities.
 
Though, when it's done
well it actually can 

For more on our thinking of the new Content Marketing
Framework and our Return On Audience concept, please review

the resources section of www.contentadvisory.net
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.drive results like an
additional 1,500 sales
appointments and a $1
billion pipeline, as it did
for Xerox. Or, content
marketing done well may
have nothing to do with
purchase intent; instead,
perhaps it can increase
the effectiveness of a
business's advertising
spend four-fold, as it did
for Kraft. It may also be
the future of R&D,
informing the product and
marketing teams with
insightful consumer
behavior, which it's doing
for Johnson and Jonson’s
Babycenter.com
 
As these examples, and
many others, show, there
is real business value to
be found in spending at
least a portion of our
strategic efforts on

delivering content-
driven, experiential
value to customers. As
Henry Ford said,
“whether you think you
can, or think you can’t –
you’re right.” Existential
or not, I don't see how
you can possibly go
wrong with believing we
can.
 
But, let’s hold that
conclusion for a moment.
Let’s take a step back
and actually look at the
practice that we’re
attempting to create in
our business. Let’s
rebuild the business case
for Content Marketing in
the Enterprise.
 
If you'd like to take a
deeper exploration of
our strategic content
marketing framework,we

invite you to do so within
the resources section of
our website. There you'll
find a complete
framework document
which can help get you on
the right path to starting
your content marketing
strategy.
 
RESOURCES:
 
www.contentadvisory.net
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONTENT IN CRISIS
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Our Content Marketing Framework in summary. Defining a
purpose, story, audience, process and measurement.



 
    n his book Down and
Out in Paris and London,
author George Orwell (of
1984 and Animal Farm
fame…) tells the story of
penniless British writer
Eric Blair and his
adventures on the streets
of…you guessed it…Paris
and London.
 
    t was Orwell’s first
novel and in good part,
autobiographical.
Although he came from a
privileged background, he
was curious about the
world and, particularly,
how people on the social
margin lived. By the time
he was in his late 20s, he
realized he knew little
about how people in his
own country lived and he
set off to experience what
life was like for them.
These travels not only
became fodder for Down
and Out in London and
Paris, but the friendships
and exposure to a broader
universe served as literary
fodder for later writings.
 
    he empathy adventure
not only made him a good
writer, the experiences
were good for him as a

person.
As marketers, there’s a
great deal that we can
learn from Orwell’s
empathy adventure
when it comes to
designing experiences.
Because empathy is at
the heart of design.
 
         hat is empathy?
 
Empathy is the ability to
put yourself in someone
else’s shoes. To feel the
emotions that they feel.
Experience life from
their point of view and
imagine things from
their perspective.
 
    he Cleveland Clinic is
one of the top-rated
healthcare organizations
in the country. A big
reason for this is because
of their empathy toward
patients and their
families. Watch their
video on empathy…as
necessary, making this
the first true generator
on the Internet. It uses a
dictionary of over 200
Latin words, combined
with a handful of model
sentence structures, to
generate Lorem Ipsum
which looks reasonable.

The generated Lorem
Ipsum is therefore always
free from repetition,
injected.
 
      s a marketer, how does
that change your
perspective on what
patients need to feel
comfort, peace of mind
and trust during their
experience journey?
 
      ow, how does this
same perspective on
empathy change the way
you look at your work,
your audience and what
experiences you create
for them?
 
 

I
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EMPATHY ORWELL &
EXPERIENCES
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"Empathy is a tool for building people into groups, for allowing
us to function as more than self-obsessed individuals."

- Neil Gaiman
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By Carla Johnson, Founder & CEO, Type A Communications



 The Cleveland Clinic's 
Human Connection To Patient Care

IDEAS
EMPATHY IN ACTION
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDDWvj_q-o8


WHATISCONTENT
INNOVATION

It’s important
that we begin
resetting our
notions of
content’s
function in
business. 
 
For the businesses we’ve
talked with, the challenge
was never “How are we
ever going to create
enough content?” It was,

rather, “How the hell are
we going to manage the
deluge of content we are
creating?”
 
If businesses stopped to
consider why they’re
creating all that content
in the first place, the
deluge would certainly
slow. That is a disruptive
concept in the marketing
world.
 
Speaking of disruption,
the December, 2015

issue of  Harvard Business
Review  includes an
article co-written by one
of our favorite business
thinkers, Clayton
Christensen.
 
His article, What Is
Disruptive Innovation?,
updates readers on the
status of disruption
theory (introduced two
decades ago) even as it
reminds us of what this
theory explains – and
doesn’t:

"Without change, there is
no innovation, creativity
or incentive for
improvement."

- William Pollard
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By Robert Rose, Chief Strategy Advisor
Content Marketing Institute



"Disruption theory does
not, and never will,
explain everything about
innovation specifically or
business success
generally. Far too many
other forces are in play,
each of which will reward
further study. Integrating
them all into a
comprehensive theory of
business success is an
ambitious goal, one we
are unlikely to attain
anytime soon.”
 
Disruptive innovation is
an evolving theory, one
that is “in danger of
becoming a victim of its
own success” and “widely
misunderstood … its basic
tenets frequently
misapplied.”
 
The methodologies and
best practices of content
marketing, content
strategy, and intelligent

content as strategic parts
of a customer experience
strategy are in a similar
space: widely
misunderstood and
evolving. Content as part
of an overall business
strategy has no done
state. There is no finish
line. It’s a process. No
approach will ever
explain everything there
is to know about content
and its effective
management. We know
what we know only
because we keep moving,
striving to improve,
seeking to understand
distinctions, learning
from our failures and
successes.
 
With “cause for hope,”
Christensen and his co-
authors point out that “as
an ever-growing
community of
researchers and

practitioners continues to
build on disruption theory
… we will come to an even
better understanding of
what helps firms innovate
successfully.” I share
Christensen’s sentiment of
hope in the kindred area
of content strategy in
marketing. I point to you,
the practitioners of
content. You are the true
innovators who will lead
the profession to more
evolved practices and
theories.
 
You will further the ideals
of content strategy
innovation.

YOURDREAM
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Experiences: The 7th Era of Marketing
The New Book, by Robert Rose & Carla Johnson

Purchase at Amazon.

http://vimeo.com/104810430
https://www.amazon.com/Experiences-7th-Marketing-Robert-Rose-ebook/dp/B0109ZA5LE/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1480120727&sr=8-1&keywords=experiences+the+7th+era+of+marketing
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YOURDREAM

Our issue 0 is simply a
small taste of what we
have in mind. We've begun
to reach out to some of the
most brilliant minds in
marketing, business
transformation and
strategic media.
 
Our first issue is slated for
January of 2017 - and
we're hoping for
something about twice the
size as you see here.
 
Our goal is to be consistent
on a monthly basis with
only the highest quality
articles dedicated to the
transformation of
marketing into a media
operation.
 
The Content Advisory's
three core businesses are
our Media Division, our
Corporate Education
group, and our Consulting
and Advisory team.
Each of these groups are
focused on one core

mission - which is to help
marketers develop the
operational skill to
implement smart content
marketing and customer
experience strategies.
 
We offer two levels of
subscription to The
Content Advisory.
 
1. Our monthly
publication of The
Content Advisory (this
publication).
 
2. Our twice-per-week
email newsletter, which
features a Monday
thought of the week, and
a Friday round-up of all
the news that's important
to your career.
 
We invite you to come
along on the journey with
us.
 
 
 
 

Web site:
www.contentadvisory.net
 
Email:
info@contentadvisory.net
 
Phone:
323-230-0243
 
 
 
 
 

This is just a taste of things to come.

somethingtothinkabout 
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Bringing you transformational thinking on the topic of
Content Marketing and Customer Experience.
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